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Abstract
A binary linear programming formulation of the graph edit distance for unweighted, undirected
graphs with vertex attributes is derived and applied to a graph recognition problem. A general formulation
for editing graphs is used to derive a graph edit distance that is proven to be a metric provided the
cost function for individual edit operations is a metric. Then, a binary linear program is developed
for computing this graph edit distance, and polynomial time methods for determining upper and lower
bounds on the solution of the binary program are derived by applying solution methods for standard
linear programming and the assignment problem. A recognition problem of comparing a sample input
graph to a database of known prototype graphs in the context of a chemical information system is
presented as an application of the new method. The costs associated with various edit operations are
chosen by using a minimum normalized variance criterion applied to pairwise distances between nearest
neighbors in the database of prototypes. The new metric is shown to perform quite well in comparison
to existing metrics when applied to a database of chemical graphs.
Index Terms
Graph algorithms, Similarity measures, Structural Pattern Recognition, Graphs and Networks, Linear
Programming, Continuation (homotopy) methods
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Attributed graphs provide convenient structures for representing objects when relational properties are of interest. Such representations are frequently useful in applications ranging from
computer-aided drug design to machine vision. A familiar machine vision problem is to recognize
specific objects within an image. In this case, the image is processed to generate a representative
graph based on structural characteristics, such a region adjacency graph or a line adjacency graph,
and vertex attributes may be assigned according to characteristics of the region to which each
vertex corresponds [1]. This representative graph is then compared to a database of prototype
or model graphs in order to identify and classify the object of interest. Face identification [2]
and symbol recognition [3] are among the problems in machine vision where graphs have been
utilized recently. In this context, a reliable and speedy method for comparing graphs is important.
Many heuristics and simplifications have been developed and employed for this purpose in a
variety of applications [4].
Comparing graphs in the context of graph database searching has also found significant
application in the pharmaceutical and agrochemical industries. The attributed graphs of interest
are so called chemical graphs which are derived from chemical structure diagrams. Graphical
representations are of great utility here because of the similar property principle, which states
that molecules with similar structures will exhibit similar chemical properties [5]. Thus databases
of these chemical graphs are often searched by comparing with a query graph to aid in the design
of new chemicals or medicines [6]. Various techniques have been designed for processing the
graphs for structural features and generating bit strings (referred to as fingerprints) based on the
presence or absence of such features [7]. Since the fingerprints can be rapidly compared, some
pre-screening or clustering is often done based on these to eliminate all but the most similar
graphs to a given input graph. The remaining graphs may then be compared to the query using
a more sophisticated (and more computationally demanding) method. Distance metrics based on
the maximum common subgraph are frequently used in this role [8], [9].
Although computing the maximum common subgraph (MCS) is no small task (indeed, it is
an NP-Hard problem [10]), several graph distance metrics have been proposed that use the size
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of the MCS. One such metric is given in [11], with a slight modification presented in [12]. A
different MCS-based metric is presented in [13] specifically for application to chemical graphs.
An alternate metric that uses the MCS along with the minimum common supergraph has also
been proposed [14]. For related structures, such as attributed trees, it is often possible to derive
distance metrics based on the maximum common substructure that operate in polynomial time
[15]. An intimate relationship between graph comparison and graph (or subgraph) isomorphism
is readily apparent in these examples because the MCS defines subgraphs in the two graphs
being compared that are isomorphic. Indeed, computing a graph distance metric often requires
the computation of some sort of isomorphism (aka matching) between graphs.
An exact graph isomorphism defines a mapping between the nodes of two attributed graphs so
that their structures (vertex attributes along with edges) exactly coincide. As one might expect,
this is also a challenging computational problem in general although it has not been shown to
be NP-Complete [10]. As with subgraph isomorphism, polynomial time algorithms are available
for certain restricted classes of graphs [16]. Algorithms for general graph isomorphism that
are shown to be quite speedy in practice are given in [17], [18]. Such algorithms typically
take advantage of vertex attributes to efficiently prune a search tree constructed for finding an
isomorphism. Graphs obtained from real objects are rarely isomorphic, however, so it is useful to
consider inexact or error-correcting graph isomorphisms (ECGI) that allow for graphs to nearly
(but not exactly) coincide [19]. As the name suggests, the lack of exact isomorphism can be
caused by measurement noise or errors in a sample graph when compared to a model graph. On
the other hand, when comparing two model graphs one might interpret such ’errors’ as capturing
the essential differences between the two graphs.
Error-correcting graph matching attempts to compute a mapping between the vertices of two
graphs so that they approximately coincide, realizing that the graphs may not be isomorphic.
Many suboptimal approaches exist to tackle this problem [20], [21], [22], [23]. The adjacency
matrix eigendecomposition approach of [21] gives fast suboptimal results, however it is only
applicable to graphs having adjacency matrices with no repeated eigenvalues. Graphs with a
low degree of connectivity will often have adjacency matrices with multiple zero eigenvalues.
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Heuristics are used in the graduated assignment type methods of [22], [23] to significantly reduce
the exponential complexity of the original problem. These methods can be applied to very large
graphs; however they require several tuning parameters to which the performance of the algorithm
is quite sensitive. Unfortunately, no systematic method for choosing these parameters is provided.
The linear programming approach of [20] gives good results in a reasonable amount of time
for graphs having the same number of vertices. The authors of [20] use the linear program to
minimize a matrix norm similarity metric.
The graph edit distance (GED) is a convenient and logical graph distance metric that arises
naturally in the context of error-correcting graph matching [19], [24], [25]. It can also be viewed
as an extension of the string edit distance [26]. The basic idea is to define graph edit operations
such as insertion or deletion of a node/vertex or relabeling of a vertex along with costs associated
with each operation. The graph edit distance between two graphs is then just the cost associated
with the least costly series of edit operations needed to make the two graphs isomorphic. The
optimal error-correcting graph isomorphism can be defined as the resulting isomorphism after
performing this optimal series of edits. Furthermore, it has been shown that the optimal ECGI
under a certain graph edit cost function will find the MCS [24]. Enumeration procedures for
computing such optimal matchings have been proposed [27], [28], [19]. These procedures are
applicable for only small graphs. In [29], [30], [31], probabilistic models of the edit operations
are proposed and used to develop MAP estimates of the optimal ECGI. It is not clear in all
applications, however, what is the appropriate model to use for the edit probabilities. As with
previous metrics, efficient algorithms have been developed for computing edit distances on trees
with certain structures [32], [33], [34].
The graph edit distance is parameterized by a set of edit costs. The flexibility provided by
these costs can be very useful in the context of a standard recognition problem described earlier
of matching a sample input graph to a database of known prototype graphs [35]. If chosen
appropriately, the costs can capture the essential features that characterize differences among the
prototype graphs. Recently, methods for choosing these costs that are best from a recognition
point of view have been presented. In [36], the EM algorithm is applied to assumed Gaussian
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mixture models for edit events in order to choose costs that enforce similarity (or dissimilarity)
between specific pairs of graphs in a training set. An application for matching images based on
their shock graphs [37] uses the tree edit distance algorithm in [34] and chooses edit costs based
on local shape differences within shock graphs corresponding to similar images. In a chemical
graph recognition application, heuristics are used to choose the edit costs of a string edit distance
between strings formed from the maximal paths between vertices in the graphs [38]. Related
studies have also been done into the effectiveness of weighting the presence or absence of certain
substructures differently when comparing fingerprints derived from chemical graphs [39].
In this paper, we provide a formulation of the graph edit distance whereby error-correcting
graph matching may be performed by solving a binary linear program (BLP–that is a linear
program where all variables must take values from the set {0, 1}). We first present a general
framework for computing the GED between attributed, unweighted graphs by treating them as
subgraphs of a larger graph referred to as the edit grid. It is argued that the edit grid need only
have as many vertices as the sum of the total number of vertices in the graphs being compared.
We show that graph editing is equivalent to altering the state of the edit grid and prove that the
GED derived in this way is a metric provided the cost function for individual edit operations is
a metric. We then use the adjacency matrix representation to formulate a binary linear program
to solve for the GED. Since solving a BLP is NP-Hard [10], we show how to obtain upper and
lower bounds for the GED in polynomial time by using solution techniques for standard linear
programming and the assignment problem [40]. These bounds may be useful in the event that
the problem is so large that solving the BLP is impractical.
We also present a recognition problem [35] that demonstrates the utility of the new method in
the context of a chemical information system. Suppose there is a database of prototype chemical
graphs to which a sample graph is to be compared as described earlier. The experiment proceeds
in two stages: edit cost selection followed by recognition of a perturbed prototype graph via
a minimum distance classifier. We provide a method for choosing the edit costs that is purely
nonparametric and is based on the assumption (or prior information) that the graphs in the
database should be uniformly distributed. The edit costs are chosen as those that minimize
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the normalized variance of pairwise distances between nearest neighbor prototypes, thereby
uniformly distributing them in the metric space of graphs define by the GED. Note that a metric
which uniformly distributes nearest neighbors in the database essentially equalizes the probability
of classification error with a minimum distance classifier, thereby minimizing the worst case error.
This method is similar to the use of spherical packings for error-correcting code design, where
the distances between all nearest-neighbor code points are the same [41]. Also, providing such
homogeneous sets of graphs is desirable in chemical applications for certain structure-activity
experiments [6]. This computation involves matching all pairs of prototypes in a neighborhood
and tabulating the edits between them. These are provided as inputs to a single convex program
to solve for the optimal edit costs. This is one possible method for choosing edit costs; other
methods might certainly be concocted to accommodate whatever prior information about the
data at hand is available.
We test our algorithm on a database of 135 chemical graphs derived from a set of similar
biochemical molecules [42]. Our GED metric is compared with the MCS based metrics proposed
in [13], [11]. Indeed, the similarity of molecules in this database indicates it is a good candidate
for our method of edit cost selection. We first compute the optimal edit costs as previously
described and show that our metric equipped with these costs more uniformly distributes the
prototype graphs than either MCS metric. The recognition problem is investigated next by
generating sample graphs through random perturbations on the prototype graphs; thus we consider
a scenario where the ECGI is used to ’fix’ errors between sample and model graphs. Each sample
graph is matched to every prototype in the database in an effort to recognize which prototype
was perturbed to create the sample graph, and a classification ambiguity index is computed.
The GED metric is found to perform better with respect to certain types of edit and worse with
respect to others than the MCS metrics. However, when random edits are applied, the GED
typically performs better.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the bulk of the theory. Within Section
II, we first present the general framework for computing the GED and prove that it results
in a metric provided the edit cost function is a metric. This is followed by the development
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of the binary linear program to compute the graph edit distance along with a description of
polynomial-time solutions for upper and lower bounds on the GED. Finally a description of
edit cost selection for a graph recognition problem is given, and it is shown that the resulting
problem is a convex program. Section III presents the results of the graph recognition problem
applied to a database of chemical graphs, and Section IV provides some concluding remarks.
II. T HEORY
We first introduce a framework for edits on the set of unweighted, undirected graphs with
vertex attributes based on relabeling of graph elements (vertices and edges). Suppose we wish to
find the graph edit distance between graphs G0 and G1 . The graph to be edited G0 is embedded
in a labeled complete graph GΩ referred to as the ’edit grid.’ Vertices and edges in GΩ may
possess the special null label indicating the element is not part of the embedded graph; such an
element is referred to as ’virtual’ and allows for insertion and deletion edits by simply swapping
a null label for a non-null label or vice versa. The state of the edit grid is altered by relabeling
its elements until the graph G1 surfaces somewhere on the grid. Assuming a cost metric on
the set of labels (including the null label), we prove the existence of a set of graph edits with
minimum cost that occur in one transition of the edit grid state. We also show that the graph
edit distance implied by this cost is a metric on the set of graphs.
Next, we consider the adjacency matrix representation in order to develop the binary linear
programming formulation of the graph edit optimization as a practical implementation of the
general framework. We show how to use this formulation to obtain upper and lower bounds on
the graph edit distance in polynomial time.
Finally, we offer a minimum variance method for choosing a cost metric. This metric is
appropriate for a graph recognition problem wherein an input graph is compared to a database
of prototypes. It is based on the assumption that the prototype graphs should be roughly uniformly
distributed in the metric space described by the graph edit distance.
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G0 (V0 , E0 , l0 )

G1 (V1 , E1 , l1 )

Example undirected unweighted graphs with vertex attributes. The attribute alphabet is given by Σ =
{α, β, γ}.

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

Example edit grid GΩ (Ω, Ω × Ω, lΩ ) with five vertices.

A. Editing Graphs and the Graph Edit Distance
Let G0 (V0 , E0 , l0 ) be an undirected graph to be edited where V0 is a finite set of vertices,
E0 ⊆ V0 × V0 is a set of unweighted edges, and l0 : V0 → Σ is a labeling function that assigns a
label from the alphabet Σ to each vertex. We assume there is at most one edge between any pair
of vertices. The vertex labels in Σ capture the attribute information. We define the label φ ∈
/Σ
as φ is a special vertex label whose purpose will be introduced shortly. These assumptions are
made implicitly for every graph in this paper so that we need not mention them again. Some
example graphs are shown in Figure 1.
Let Ω = {ωi }N
i=1 denote a set of vertices; accordingly Ω × Ω is the set of undirected edges
connecting all pairs of vertices in Ω. We refer to the complete graph GΩ (Ω, Ω × Ω, lΩ ) as the
edit grid. N , the number of vertices in the edit grid, may be as large as necessary. We will
argue later that for computing the graph edit distance between G0 (V0 , E0 , l0 ) and G1 (V1 , E1 , l1 )
N need be no larger than |V0 | + |V1 |. An example edit grid with five vertices is shown in Figure
2.
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A

B

C

Isomorphisms of the graph G0 on the edit grid GΩ . Vertex labels are noted; dotted lines indicate virtual
edges (label 0) while solid lines indicate real edges (label 1). The vertex numbering in Figure 2 is used therefore
the standard placement is shown in A.

Fig. 3.

For the purposes of editing, we let the graph G0 (V0 , E0 , l0 ) be situated on the edit grid, i.e.
V0 ⊂ Ω and E0 ⊂ Ω × Ω; equivalently, G0 is a subgraph of GΩ . Vertices in V0 are assigned
the appropriate label from Σ determined by the labeling function l0 , that is lΩ (ωi ) = l0 (vi )
for all ωi ∈ V0 . Vertices in Ω − V0 are assigned the vertex null label φ so lΩ (ωi ) = φ for all
ωi ∈ Ω − V0 . The null label indicates a virtual vertex that may be made ’real’ during editing
by changing its label to something in Σ. Since edges are unweighted, they take labels from
the set {0, 1} where 1 indicates a real edge and 0 (the edge null label) indicates a virtual
edge. Accordingly, lΩ (ωi , ωj ) = 1 for all edges (ωi , ωj ) ∈ E0 and lΩ (ωi , ωj ) = 0 for all edges
(ωi , ωj ) ∈ (Ω × Ω) − E0 . When the graph G0 is placed on the first |V0 | vertices of GΩ (i.e.
ωi = vi for i = 1, 2, . . . , |V0 |), we refer to this as the standard placement. Some placements of
the graph G0 from Figure 1 on the edit grid of Figure 2 are shown in Figure 3. These are clearly
isomorphisms of G0 on the edit grid.
Here it is appropriate to provide a quick note on indexing notation used throughout this paper.
Superscript indices index elements within a vector while subscript indices index the entire vector
(such as when it occurs in a sequence). For example, x25 refers to the second element in the x5
vector (fifth vector in a sequence of {xk }). Similar indexing schemes are adopted for matrices:
A34
1 refers to the (3, 4) element in matrix A1 . Also, a single superscript index on a matrix indexes
the entire row, so that A31 denotes the third row of matrix A1 .
1

Let η ∈ (Σ ∪ φ)N × {0, 1} 2 (N

2 −N )

denote the state vector of the edit grid. We assign an

ordering to the graph elements (vertices and edges) of the edit grid so that the ith element of η
contains the label of the ith element of the edit grid (i.e. η i = lΩ (ρi ) for ρi ∈ Ω ∪ (Ω × Ω)). For
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i
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

ρi
ω1
ω2
ω3
ω4
ω5
(ω1 , ω2 )
(ω1 , ω3 )
(ω1 , ω4 )
(ω1 , ω5 )
(ω2 , ω3 )
(ω2 , ω4 )
(ω2 , ω5 )
(ω3 , ω4 )
(ω3 , ω5 )
(ω4 , ω5 )

ηAi
α
β
β
φ
φ
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

ηBi
β
φ
β
α
φ
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

ηCi
φ
φ
β
β
α
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1

πAi
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

πBi
4
1
3
5
2
8
13
15
11
7
9
6
14
10
12

πCi
5
4
3
2
1
15
14
12
9
13
11
8
10
7
6

TABLE I

E LEMENT ORDERINGS , STATE VECTORS , AND CORRESPONDING STATE VECTOR PERMUTATIONS FOR THE
ISOMORPHISMS OF G0 ON THE EDIT GRID AS SHOWN IN F IGURE 3. T HE VECTOR OF EDIT GRID GRAPH
ELEMENTS IS DENOTED BY ρ, THE STATE VECTORS ARE DENOTED BY ηA , ηB , AND ηC , AND THE STATE
VECTOR PERMUTATIONS ARE DENOTED BY πA , πB , AND πC FOR THE CORRESPONDING ISOMORPHISM IN
F IGURE 3. N OTE THAT THE NUMBERING OF THE EDIT GRID VERTICES ωi SHOWN IN F IGURE 2 IS USED .

example, the element orderings and state vectors for the graphs in Figure 3 are shown in Table
I.
We perform a finite sequence of graph edits to transform the graph G0 (V0 , E0 , l0 ) situated on
the edit grid GΩ (Ω, Ω × Ω, lΩ ) into the graph G1 (V1 , E1 , l1 ) (such that V1 ⊂ Ω and E1 ⊂ Ω × Ω).
Vertex edits consist of insertion, deletion, or relabeling to some other symbol in Σ. Edge edits
consist of insertion or deletion. Using the null labels introduced above, we may interpret all
graph edits as relabeling of real and virtual elements. For example, changing the label of a
virtual edge from 0 to 1 corresponds to the insertion of that edge into the graph G(V, E, l).
Similarly, relabeling an edge from 1 to 0 amounts to deleting that edge. Vertex insertion or
deletion is a bit more complex in that it also typically involves edge edits; however there is
a natural decomposition of the vertex edit that is consistent with this framework. Consider a
vertex deletion whereby a vertex is removed from the graph along with all edges adjacent to
that vertex. We may delete the vertex by changing its label σ ∈ Σ to φ and relabeling all edges
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adjacent to it from 1 to 0. Vertex insertion may involve attaching the new vertex to the existing
graph via an edge. Again this process is easily decomposed by relabeling a virtual vertex from
φ to some desired label σ ∈ Σ and changing the label of an appropriate virtual edge from 0
to 1. Thus it suffices to consider the transforming of edge and vertex labels as the fundamental
operation for editing.
Edits essentially serve to alter the state of the edit grid. Thus we may specify a sequence of
edits by noting the sequence of edit grid state vectors {ηk }M
k=0 resulting from these edits. Suppose
we wish to transform a graph G0 into a graph G1 by performing edit operations. Assume at this
point that the initial state of the edit grid η0 contains G0 in its standard placement. We must
have the final state ηM be such that it describes G1 situated in some fashion on the edit grid.
Thus if Γ1 is the set of state vectors corresponding to all isomorphisms of G1 on the edit grid,
we must have ηM ∈ Γ1 . Two different state sequences for transforming the example G0 into the
example G1 of Figure 1 are shown in Figure 4.
The set of all isomorphisms of a graph Gn on the edit grid, Γn , may be defined in terms of the
standard placement of Gn denoted by ηn and Π–the set of all permutation mappings describing
isomorphisms of the edit grid GΩ –as in Eq. (1).
n
o
i
Γn = η | ∃π ∈ Π s.t. η i = ηnπ

(1)

Note that Π does not contain all possible permutations of the elements of the state vector η
because elements of Π must describe an isomorphism of the edit grid. For example, an edit grid
with two vertices Ω = {ω1 , ω2 } has only two isomorphisms: ω10 = ω1 , ω20 = ω2 and ω10 = ω2 ,
ω20 = ω1 . Assuming the graph elements are indexed as ρ = (ω1 , ω2 , (ω1 , ω2 )), there are only two
permutations of the state vector that comprise Π: π1 = (1, 2, 3) and π2 = (2, 1, 3). Indeed, it
will always be the case that |Π| = N !. The permutations of the state vector corresponding to
the isomorphisms of G0 in Figure 3 are given in Table I.
We define a cost function c : (Σ ∪ φ)2 ∪ {0, 1}2 → <+ that assigns a nonnegative cost to each
graph edit. The cost of an edit grid state transition denoted as C(ηk−1 , ηk ) is simply the sum of
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η0

η0

η1

η1

η2

Fig. 4. Two different edit grid state sequences for transforming G0 of Figure 1 into G1 . The upper sequence requires

only one state transition, while the lower sequence requires two. In both cases, the initial state is the standard
placement of G0 , and the final state represents an isomorphism of G1 on the edit grid. Using the vertex numbering
scheme of Fig. 2, the following non-trivial edits are made in the single transition of the upper sequence: (ω1 , α → φ),
(ω2 , β → φ), (ω4 , φ → γ), ((ω1 , ω2 ), 1 → 0), ((ω1 , ω3 ), 1 → 0), ((ω2 , ω3 ), 1 → 0), and ((ω3 , ω4 ), 0 → 1). In
the first transition of the lower sequence we have (ω1 , α → φ), (ω2 , β → φ), (ω3 , β → φ), ((ω1 , ω2 ), 1 → 0),
((ω1 , ω3 ), 1 → 0), ((ω2 , ω3 ), 1 → 0), and in the second transition of the lower sequence: (ω1 , φ → β), (ω2 , φ → γ),
((ω1 , ω2 ), 0 → 1). For a metric cost function c, the cost of the upper sequence is given by c(α, φ) + c(β, φ) +
c(φ, γ) + 4c(0, 1), and the cost of the lower sequence is c(α, φ) + 3c(β, φ) + c(φ, γ) + 4c(0, 1).

all edits separating the two states, i.e.
C(ηk−1 , ηk ) =

I
X

i
c(ηk−1
, ηki )

(2)

i=1

where I = N + 21 (N 2 − N ) is the total number of graph elements (vertices and edges) in the
edit grid. Similarly, the cost of a sequence of state transitions is simply the sum of the costs of
individual transitions. We consider only cost functions that are metrics on the set of vertex and
edge labels as characterized by Definition 1.
Definition 1 A cost function c : (Σ ∪ φ)2 ∪ {0, 1}2 → <+ is a metric if the following conditions
hold for all (x, y) ∈ (Σ ∪ φ)2 ∪ {0, 1}2 :
1) Positive definiteness: c(x, y) = 0 if and only if x = y.
2) Symmetry: c(x, y) = c(y, x).
3) Triangle inequality: c(x, y) ≤ c(x, z)+c(z, y) for all (x, z) and (z, y) in (Σ∪φ)2 ∪{0, 1}2 .
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Assuming a metric cost function, the cost of the upper sequence in Figure 4 is c(α, φ)+c(β, φ)+
c(φ, γ) + 4c(0, 1), and the cost of the lower sequence is c(α, φ) + 3c(β, φ) + c(φ, γ) + 4c(0, 1).
With such a cost function c, we have the following simple result.
Proposition 1 If c : (Σ ∪ φ)2 ∪ {0, 1}2 → <+ is a metric on the set of labels then C as defined
in Eq. (2) is a metric on the edit grid state space.
Proof: Expand C in terms of c using the definition in Eq. (2) and apply the metric properties
of c to trivially obtain the corresponding properties for C.
We thus have the following useful Lemma:
Lemma 1 Let c be a metric and {ηk }M
k=0 be a sequence of edit grid state vectors. Then for all
PM
M ≥ 1, C(η0 , ηM ) ≤ k=1 C(ηk−1 , ηk ).
Proof: The M = 1 case is trivial and the M = 2 case follows from the triangle inequality.
Assume the claim holds for some value M and proceed by induction:
C(η0 , ηM +1 ) ≤ C(η0 , ηM ) + C(ηM , ηM +1 )
P
≤ M
k=1 C(ηk−1 , ηk ) + C(ηM , ηM +1 )
PM +1
= k=1 C(ηk−1 , ηk )

(3)

where the first line in Eq. (3) follows from the triangle inequality and the second line uses the
induction hypothesis.
We now define the graph edit distance with respect to a cost function c as
dc (G0 , G1 ) =

min

{ηk }M
k=1 |ηM ∈Γ1

M
X

C(ηk−1 , ηk )

(4)

k=1

where η0 is the standard placement of G0 on the edit grid, Γ1 is the set of state vectors
corresponding to isomorphisms of G1 on the edit grid as in Eq. (1), and M is the maximum
number of allowed state transitions (this can be as large as desired, but we are only concerned
with finite graphs implying M will be finite). There is no loss of generality by fixing the number
of terms in the summation of Eq. (4), since for M 0 < M transitions we can simply repeat the
final state ηM 0 so that ηk = ηM 0 for k = M 0 + 1, M 0 + 2, . . . M . Note that since there is a finite
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number of state vector sequences {ηk }M
k=1 such that ηM ∈ Γ1 , the graph edit distance as defined
in Eq. (4) always exists. It essentially finds a state transition sequence of minimum cost that
transforms G0 into G1 (the minimizing sequence need not be unique). Since our cost function
is a metric, it seems logical that we should be able to achieve the minimum cost with only one
edit grid state transition. The following theorem shows this is indeed the case.
Theorem 1 For a given graph edit cost function, c : (Σ ∪ φ)2 ∪ {0, 1}2 → <+ that is a metric,
there exists a single state transition (η0 , η̄1 ) such that dc (G0 , G1 ) = C(η0 , η̄1 ) where η0 is the
standard placement of G0 and η̄1 ∈ Γ1 .
Proof: Assume the initial state η0 describes G0 in its standard placement on the edit grid,
and suppose {η̃k }M
k=1 solves the graph edit minimization in Eq. (4)–this optimal sequence always
exists as argued earlier. Define η̄1 = η̃M , then we have
dc (G0 , G1 ) = C(η0 , η̃1 ) +

PM

k=2

C(η̃k−1 , η̃k )
(5)

≥ C(η0 , η̃M )
= C(η0 , η̄1 )

where the second line follows from the first by applying Lemma 1. Now define the state sequence
{η̂k }M
k=1 so that η̂k = η̄1 for all k. Then the positive definiteness of the metric C gives
C(η0 , η̄1 ) = C(η0 , η̂1 ) +
≥

min

PM

{ηk }M
k=1 |ηM ∈Γ1

k=2

C(η̂k−1 , η̂k )

PM

k=1

C(ηk−1 , ηk )

(6)

= dc (G0 , G1 )
The second line follows because η̂M = η̄1 = η̃M ∈ Γ1 and the proof is complete.
Theorem 1 allows the graph edit distance in Eq. (4) to be re-expressed equivalently as
dc (G0 , G1 ) = min C(η0 , η̃1 ) = min
η̃1 ∈Γ1

π∈Π

I
X

i

c(η0i , η1π )

(7)

i=1

where the second equality follows from the definition of Γ1 in Eq. (1) and η0 and η1 are the
standard placements of G0 and G1 respectively. Note that this one-state-transition result is crucial
for our binary linear programming formulation, and it hinges on the metric properties of the cost
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function. Under a cost that is not a metric, there is no guarantee that the graph edit distance can
be computed with just one edit grid state transition. One might consider multiple state transitions
in a greedy algorithm for computing the graph edit distance in this case.
If π solves the minimization in Eq. (7), then we have
dc (G0 , G1 ) =
=

PI

i=1

i

c(η0i , η1π )
i

P

i|ρi ∈V0 ∪V1 ∪E0 ∪E1

(8)

c(η0i , η1π )

Thus only elements of the edit grid comprising either G0 or G1 contribute to the sum; all other
elements have the null label in both states and therefore have zero cost. The most terms contribute
to the summation in Eq. (8) in the case where V0 and V1 are disjoint. This suggests we need an
edit grid with no more than N = |V0 | + |V1 | vertices in order to compute the graph edit distance
in Eq. (7).

B. A Metric for Graphs
In addition to justifying the binary linear programming formulation to follow, Theorem 1 also
provides a simple means for showing that the graph edit distance (when derived from a metric
cost) is a metric itself on the set of undirected, unweighted graphs with vertex attributes (denoted
by Ξ). We need a preliminary lemma however. We have assumed for simplicity that the graph
edit minimization always starts with the graph G0 in its standard placement on the edit grid.
It seems that this should not be necessary; i.e. that the graph edit distance should be the same
regardless of where G0 is on the edit grid. The following lemma establishes this.
Lemma 2 If η̄0 ∈ Γ0 where Γ0 is as defined in Eq. (1), then dc (G0 , G1 ) = min C(η̄0 , η̃1 ) =
η̃1 ∈Γ1
PI
i
πi
min
i=1 c(η̄0 , η1 ).
π∈Π

i

Proof: Let η̄0i = η0π̄ for the standard placement η0 then we have
dc (G0 , G1 ) = min

PI

c(η0i , η1π )

= min

PI

c(η0π̄ , η1π )

= min

PI

c(η̄0j , η1π̃ )

π∈Π

π∈Π

π̃∈Π

i=1
j=1
j=1

i

π̄ j

j

j

(9)
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where the second line follows by reordering the sum with index change i = π̄ j , and the third
by noting that applying π̄ to any permutation π in Π results in another permutation π̃ in Π.
We now prove that the graph edit distance is a metric.
Theorem 2 If the cost function c : (Σ ∪ φ)2 ∪ {0, 1}2 → <+ is a metric, then the associated
graph edit distance dc : Ξ2 → <+ is a metric.
Proof: Let G0 , G1 , and G2 all be graphs in Ξ.
1) Positive definiteness: Apply Theorem 1 to give dc (G0 , G1 ) = C(η0 , η̄1 ). Clearly dc is
nonnegative because it is a sum of nonnegative edit costs. Now since C is a metric,
C(η0 , η̄1 ) = 0 if and only if η0 = η̄1 . This occurs if and only if G0 is isomorphic to G1 .
In other words the standard placement of G0 , η0 , also describes an isomorphism of G1 on
the edit grid, i.e. η0 ∈ Γ1 .
2) Symmetry: Theorem 1 gives
dc (G0 , G1 ) = C(η0 , η̄1 )
= C(η̄1 , η0 )
≥ min C(η̄1 , η̃0 )

(10)

η̃0 ∈Γ0

= dc (G1 , G0 )
where symmetry of the metric C gives the second line, and Lemma 2 gives the fourth
line from the third. The reverse inequality, dc (G1 , G0 ) ≥ dc (G0 , G1 ), is established via an
identical argument.
3) Triangle Inequality: The symmetry property gives dc (G0 , G2 ) = dc (G2 , G0 ). Theorem
1 gives dc (G2 , G0 ) = C(η2 , η̄0 ) and dc (G2 , G1 ) = C(η2 , η̄1 ) where η2 is the standard
placement of G2 . But by symmetry of C we have C(η2 , η̄0 ) = C(η̄0 , η2 ) therefore
dc (G0 , G2 ) + dc (G2 , G1 ) = C(η̄0 , η2 ) + C(η2 , η̄1 )
≥ C(η̄0 , η̄1 )
≥ min C(η̄0 , η̃1 )
η̃1 ∈Γ1

= dc (G0 , G1 )

(11)
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where the second line follows from the triangle inequality for C, and Lemma 2 gives the
fourth line from the third.

C. Binary Linear Program for the Graph Edit Distance
In order to develop a binary linear program for computing the graph edit distance, we organize
the labels in the edit grid state vector using the adjacency matrix representation. The elements
of the adjacency matrix consist of edge labels, and we associate a vertex label with each
row(column) of the matrix (the matrix is symmetric since the graphs of interest are undirected).
We adopt the ordering scheme in Table I, so that if Ak ∈ {0, 1}N ×N is the adjacency matrix
corresponding to edit grid state vector ηk then the vertex label ηki is associated with the ith
row(column) of Ak for i = 1, 2, . . . , N (i.e. l(Aik ) = ηki ), and the upper half of the matrix is
2 +i

iN +j− i

given by Aij
k = ηk

2

for i < j ≤ N –the lower half follows similarly from symmetry.

All zeros lie on the diagonal of Ak . For example, the adjacency matrix representations of the
isomorphisms in Figure 3 (with state vectors in Table (I) are




 0 1 1 0 0  α
 0 0 1 1 0 




 1 0 1 0 0  β
 0 0 0 0 0 








 β AB =  1 0 0 1 0 
AA = 
1
1
0
0
0












 0 0 0 0 0  φ
 1 0 1 0 0 




0 0 0 0 0
φ
0 0 0 0 0

given by

β
φ
β
α
φ






AC = 







0 0 0 0 0  φ

0 0 0 0 0 
 φ

0 0 0 1 1 
 β


0 0 1 0 1  β

0 0 1 1 0
α
(12)

where the vertex labels associated with each row/column are printed to the right of the corresponding row.
The adjacency matrix representation also allows a convenient means for expressing an isomorphism permutation π ∈ Π. We can represent the first N elements of π as a permutation matrix
P ∈ {0, 1}N ×N –recall that the remaining 12 (N 2 − N ) elements of π correspond to reordering of
the edges which is determined by the vertex permutation in the first N elements. The elements of
the permutation matrix P corresponding to π are given by P ij = δ(π i , j) for i, j = 1, 2, . . . , N
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where δ : <2 → {0, 1} is the Kronecker delta function.
We now write the graph edit distance in this framework. First, partition the re-expression of
Eq. (7) into summations over state vector entries corresponding to vertex and edge elements
(assuming an ordering like the one in Table I is used).
PN

P
i
i
c(η0i , η1π ) + Ii=N +1 c(η0i , η1π )
π∈Π
PN PN
PI
j
i
i
i
πi
= min
i=1
j=1 c(η0 , η1 )δ(π , j) + c(0, 1)
i=N +1 (1 − δ(η0 , η1 ))

dc (G0 , G1 ) = min

i=1

(13)

π∈Π

where the second term in the second line follows because c is a metric.
Let An be the adjacency matrix corresponding to ηn (the standard placement vector of Gn ),
l(Ain ) be the label assigned to the ith row/column of An as previously described, and B be the
set of all permutation matrices on <N ×N given by
(
)
X
X
B = X ∈ {0, 1}N ×N |
X kj =
X ik = 1 ∀k
j

(14)

i

Eq. (13) may then be rewritten as
dc (G0 , G1 ) = min
P ∈B

N X
N
X
i=1


1
c l(Ai0 ), l(Aj1 ) P ij + c(0, 1) A0 − P A1 P T
2
j=1

ij

(15)

Note that since An corresponds to the standard placement, only the first |Vn | rows/columns will
have non-φ labels, and only the upper |Vn | × |Vn | block of An will have nonzero elements. Also,
following the prior argument, we use N = |V0 | + |V1 |. In order to make the optimization in
Eq. (15) linear, we follow the strategy in [20] by introducing the matrices S̃, T̃ . The graph edit
distance dc (G0 , G1 ) is then the optimal value of the following problem.
min
P,S̃,T̃ ∈{0,1}N ×N

such that


ij
 ij 1
j
i
c
l(A
),
l(A
)
P
+
c(0,
1)
S̃P
+
T̃
P
1
0
j=1
2

PN PN
i=1

(A0 − P A1 P T + S̃ − T̃ )ij = 0 ∀i, j
P ik P kj
= j P = 1 ∀k
iP

(16)

where we introduce an extra P in the second term of the objective function, which does not
affect the result because it simply reorders the terms in the sum. Finally, we make the change
of variables S = S̃P , T = T̃ P and right multiply the constraint equation by P to obtain the
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following binary linear program (BLP) for dc (G0 , G1 ).
PN PN

min

i=1

P,S,T ∈{0,1}N ×N

j=1


c l(Ai0 ), l(Aj1 ) P ij + 21 c(0, 1) (S + T )ij

(A0 P − P A1 + S − T )ij = 0 ∀i, j
P ik P kj
= j P = 1 ∀k
iP

such that

(17)

Note that Eq. (17) an equivalent representation of the GED minimization, so that Theorem 1
assures the existence of an optimal solution. More explicitly, feasibility of this BLP is seen by
taking P as the identity matrix, S as the nonnegative part of A1 − A0 , and T as the nonnegative
part of A0 − A1 . One might compare Eq. (17) to the linear programming approach for graph
matching in [20]. Although [20] seeks to minimize the difference in adjacency matrix norms for
graphs with the same number of vertices, this is a sort of generalization for the graph edit distance
on attributed graphs. The optimal permutation matrix that solves Eq. (17), P∗ , can be used to
determine the optimal edit operations whose cost is the graph edit distance as follows: simply
form the permuted adjacency matrix Ā1 = P∗ A1 P∗T remembering to also permute row/column
labels, then compare the row/column labels of A0 to those of Ā1 to determine the optimal vertex
relabelings, similarly compare elements of A0 and Ā1 to determine optimal edge relabelings.

D. Bounding the Graph Edit Distance in Polynomial Time
Unfortunately, binary linear programming in general is NP-Hard [40], so for large problems
the graph edit distance as given by Eq. (17) may be too hard to compute. However, we can
obtain upper udc (G0 , G1 ) and lower ldc (G0 , G1 ) bounds for the graph edit distance dc (G0 , G1 ) in
polynomial time. The lower bound is obtained by relaxing the constraints P, S, T ∈ {0, 1}N ×N
on the variables in Eq. (17) to P, S, T ∈ [0, 1]N ×N . This results in the linear programming
relaxation given in Eq. (18).
min

PN PN

s.t.

(A0 P − P A1 + S − T )ij = 0 ∀i, j
P ik P kj
= j P = 1 ∀k
iP

P,S,T

i=1

j=1


c l(Ai0 ), l(Aj1 ) P ij + 21 c(0, 1) (S + T )ij

0 ≤ P ij ≤ 1, 0 ≤ S ij ≤ 1, 0 ≤ T ij ≤ 1 ∀i, j

(18)
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For n variables, a linear program can be solved in O(n3.5 ) time using an interior point method
[43]. Thus the lower bound can be computed in O(N 7 ) time since the linear program in Eq.
(18) has O(N 2 ) variables. If ldc (G0 , G1 ) is the optimal value of Eq. (18) then ldc (G0 , G1 ) ≤
dc (G0 , G1 ) because the feasible region of the problem in Eq. (17) is a subset of the feasible
region of the problem in Eq. (18). It follows that Eq. (18) is always feasible because Eq. (17) is
always feasible as argued earlier. Thus the Weierstrass theorem assures existence of an optimal
value since we are minimizing a linear functional over a nonempty compact set [44]. Notice
that since the optimal matrix P∗ that solves Eq. (18) is only guaranteed to be doubly stochastic,
not necessarily a permutation matrix, there may not be a set of edit operations that achieves the
lower bound ldc (G0 , G1 ). However in the event that P∗ is a permutation matrix, such a set can
be constructed as described in the previous section, and the optimal value of Eq. (18) is in fact
the graph edit distance.
The upper bound is obtained in polynomial time by solving the assignment problem with only
the vertex edit term. The assignment problem is given by
min

P ∈{0,1}N ×N

such that

PN PN
i=1

j=1

ik
=
iP

P


c l(Ai0 ), l(Aj1 ) P ij

(19)

kj
= 1 ∀k
jP

P

Note that the optimal value of Eq. (19) always exists since there is a finite number of permutations
and the identity always serves as a feasible permutation. Indeed, the Hungarian method may be
used to solve it in O(N 3 ) time [40]. If P∗ is an optimal solution of Eq. (19), we compute S∗
as the nonnegative part of P∗ A1 − A0 P∗ and T∗ as the nonnegative part of A0 P∗ − P∗ A1 so that
(P∗ , S∗ , T∗ ) is in the feasible region of the problem in Eq. (17). udc (G0 , G1 ) is then computed
by evaluating the objective function in Eq. (17) at (P∗ , S∗ , T∗ ). It follows that dc (G0 , G1 ) ≤
udc (G0 , G1 ). Since P∗ is a permutation matrix for the solution to Eq. (19), a set of edit operations
whose cost is the upper bound to the graph edit distance can always be determined.
E. Selecting a Cost Metric for Uniform Distribution
We have assumed that the cost metric that characterizes the graph edit distance is available,
however, in a given application it may not be clear what is the ’best’ cost metric to use. We
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propose an empirical method for selecting a metric based on prior information suitable for a
recognition problem. Suppose there is a set of prototype graphs {Gi }N
i=1 , and we classify a sample
graph G0 by selecting the prototype that is closest to it with respect to a graph distance metric.
Prior information might suggest that the prototypes should be roughly uniformly distributed in
the metric space of graphs defined by the graph edit distance. We can then choose an optimal
metric with respect to this objective. Such a criterion will also have the effect of minimizing
the worst case classification error, since it equalizes the probability of error under the minimum
distance classifier.
Note that for a set of points uniformly distributed in some space, all nearest neighbor distances
are the same. To uniformly distribute the prototypes, we first determine all pairwise distances

using a cost metric that assigns unity to all edits, i.e. c(0, 1) = 1, c l(Ai0 ), l(Aj1 ) = 0 if

l(Ai0 ) = l(Aj1 ) and c l(Ai0 ), l(Aj1 ) = 1 otherwise. The resulting edit operations under the unit
cost matching are then fixed, and we optimize the normalized variance of pairwise distances
over the set of cost metrics.
To carry out this optimization, we must tabulate the edits necessary to match each graph
with its q nearest neighbors under a unit cost function. If the graphs are not too large, we may
compute a permutation matrix that actually solves the graph edit distance minimization in Eq.
(17). If this is not the case a permutation matrix that solves the assignment problem in Eq. (19)
with unit weights will serve as a reasonable approximation. We consider each nearest neighbor
pair only once. For example if Gi has Gj as one of its q nearest neighbors and Gj has Gi as one
of its q nearest neighbors, then the edits necessary to match Gi to Gj are tabulated only once.
After determining the unit cost matching between all prototype pairs, we order all distinct
i
edits that occur in any prototype matching and tabulate the vectors {Hj }K
j=1 . Hj indicates the

number of times the ith edit occurs to match the j th pair of nearest neighbor prototypes (under
a unit cost function) and K is the number of distinct nearest neighbor pairs. If c is a vector
containing the corresponding edit costs, then the graph edit distance between the j th pair is given
by dc (Gj0 , Gj1 ) = HjT c. For example, consider as prototypes the standard placements of G0 and
G1 as shown in the lower left and lower right respectively of Figure 4. If we order the edits as
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({α, β}, {α, γ}, {α, φ}, {β, γ}, {β, φ}, {γ, φ}, {1, 0}) then the vector of counts H corresponding
to this matching is (1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 2). Indeed, the dimension of each Hj vector will always be
1
(|Σ|2
2

+ |Σ|) + 1 for a vertex label set Σ and edge label set {0, 1}.

Using this notation, the scaled variance of pairwise distances is then given by

!
!T 
K
K
K
X
X
X
1
1
Hi −
Kσd2 = cT 
Hj
Hi −
Hj  c ≡ cT Qc
K
K
i=1
j=1
j=1

(20)

We also require the cost function to be a metric. Positive definiteness may be enforced by
selecting some minimum positive cost for all edits a > 0. Symmetry is enforced implicitly by
binning symmetric edits together in the count vector H and assigning the same cost to both
edits. Finally, we must include linear inequalities of the form ci + cj − ck ≥ 0 to assure the
triangle inequality holds for all sets of three vertex labels. There are 21 |Σ|(|Σ|2 − 1) of these; we
define the matrix F such that F c ≥ 0 summarizes the triangle inequalities. The variance should
be normalized before optimizing so that the result does not depend on the scale of the costs
(determined by a). If we normalize by the sum of the costs, a convex program results where any
local optimum is also a global optimum [45]. The optimal costs are then given by the convex
program:
min

cT Qc
eT c

s.t.

Fc ≥ 0

c

(21)

ci ≥ a ∀i
where e is a vector of ones. Note that the problem is always feasible because if we take ci = a
for all i, then all necessary triangle inequalities are satisfied. Furthermore, the choice of a is
irrelevant, provided a > 0; we only need that the costs ci (all of which correspond to nontrivial
edits) be uniformly bounded below away from zero so that a metric results. For any given a
we may choose a0 = κa for some κ > 0, and the change of variables c0 = κc results in the
original optimization problem in Eq. (21). The following proposition establishes the convexity
of the problem. A barrier method will solve the convex program in polynomial time [45].
Proposition 2 The optimization problem in Eq. (21) is convex.
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Proof: All inequalities are linear, so we need only show that the objective function is
convex. The objective function is defined over the positive orthant, which is a convex set, so
the function is convex if and only if its Hessian is positive semidefinite [45]. Let Ψ(c) =

cT Qc
eT c

be the objective function of the problem. The Hessian quadratic form with an arbitrary vector v
may be factored as
v T (∇2 Ψ(c))v = v T
=



2
(eT c)3

 T

(c Qc)eeT + (eT c)2 Q − (eT c)(ecT Q + QceT ) v
1

2
(eT c)3

1

(eT v)Q 2 c − (eT c)Q 2 v

(22)

2

≥0

1

where Q 2 is the matrix square root of Q which exists because Q as defined in Eq. (20) is
obviously symmetric positive semidefinite. The inequality follows because c is defined over the
positive orthant so (eT c)3 > 0; thus ∇2 Ψ(c)  0.
III. C HEMICAL G RAPH R ECOGNITION
As an application, we use the graph edit distance to recognize chemical graphs in the context
of a chemical information system. We selected our database of 135 similar molecules from
the Klotho Biochemical Compounds Declarative Database, which consists of small molecules
useful in describing mechanisms of biochemical reactions [42]. Only molecules with 18 or fewer
atoms were used so that we could compute exact distance measures in reasonable time. Attributed
undirected graphs were generated from the 135 molecules (referred to as chemical graphs), then
the optimal edit costs were computed to uniformly distribute them in the graph metric space.
Finally, we compared the recognition ability of the graph edit distance with optimal costs and
unit costs to that of two maximum common subgraph based distance metrics by using randomly
perturbed prototype graphs from the database.
We first generated chemical graphs from the molecular structure diagrams by associating
atoms with vertices and bonds with edges. Each vertex was labeled by the chemical symbol
of the element to which that vertex corresponded. Our vertex label alphabet was thus given by
Σ = {H, C, O, N, Cl, P, S, Br, Si}. Vertices in the graph were connected by an edge if and
only if their corresponding atoms were bonded (single bonds, double bonds, etc. were treated
equally). For example, the chemical graphs derived from the molecules adenine, thymine, and
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A

B

Fig. 5.

C

Chemical graphs derived from the familiar molecules from DNA: adenine (A), thymine (B), and cytosine

(C).

cytosine are shown in Figure 5.
In order to compute the optimal edit costs, we treated all 135 molecules as nearest neighbors
(so that the number of nearest neighbor pairs K is given by 21 (1352 − 135) = 9045). Indeed,
all molecules in the database are of similar structure and function. In the context of a larger
chemical database consisting of thousands or millions of molecules, one might suppose our 135
molecules are the result of some clustering [46] or pre-screening procedure [7] performed using
a quickly computed similarity measure in order to isolate only the most likely matches to a given
input. For example, one might use the lower bound obtained by the LP relaxation in Eq. (18)
as a pre-screening criterion. We then wish to homogenize the most likely matches with respect
to the graph edit distance using the optimal edit costs.
We used the permutation matrices that solve the binary linear program in Eq. (17) with unit
costs to tabulate the edit operation counts in the vectors {Hj } necessary for optimizing the cost
metric. The publicly available lp solve program was used to solve the integer program; it
implements the simplex method in a branch-and-bound algorithm [47]. The optimal edit costs
were then computed by solving the convex program in Eq. (21) with a = 0.1 using a barrier
method. The optimal edit costs for vertex relabelings are shown in Figure 6–the optimal edge
edit cost was computed to be c(0, 1) = 0.1. The associated edit counts tabulated over all pairs
in the database matched with unity cost function are shown in Figure 7. The most frequently
inserted/deleted atom types in matching the prototypes were H, C, and O, while the most
frequent relabelings were O ↔ H and O ↔ N . Note that there is roughly an inverse relationship
between the number of times a particular edit occurs and its optimal cost, as one might expect.
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Optimal edit costs resulting from the convex program in Eq. (21). There is a label associated with each
group of bars. Within the group, the edit cost of changing the group label to an individual label corresponds to the
height of the bar below that individual label. The optimal edge edit cost c(0, 1) was 0.1.
Fig. 6.

This does not hold exactly, however, because the edit costs must also satisfy the necessary
triangle inequalities.
The maximum common subgraph (MCS) is frequently used as a similarity measure for
chemical graphs [8]. Also, some graph metrics have been devised based on the MCS that are
appropriate for comparison to our graph edit based metric [13], [11], [12]. There are some
variations in the literature on what is meant by ’maximum common subgraph.’ The differences
amount to whether the vertices or the edges are the defining feature of the subgraph, resulting
in a ’maximum common induced subgraph (MCIS)’ or a ’maximum common edge subgraph
(MCES)’ respectively [9]. The MCIS is used in [48], while the MCES is used in [49], [50]. We
will use the MCIS, which satisfies the MCS definition given in [24]. A slightly modified version
of the distance metric proposed in [13] appropriate for the MCIS is given by
dmcs1 (G0 , G1 ) = |V0 | + |V1 | − 2|V01 |

(23)

where G01 (V01 , E01 , l01 ) is the MCS (MCIS) of graphs G0 (V0 , E0 , l0 ) and G1 (V1 , E1 , l1 ). Note
that we are being somewhat careless with language–although we say ’the’ MCS, it need not be
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Fig. 7. Total number of occurrences of each type of vertex edit tabulated over all pairs of database graphs matched

with unit cost function. There is a label associated with each group of bars. Within the group, the edit cost of
changing the group label to an individual label corresponds to the height of the bar below that individual label.
We see that H, C, and O are the most frequently inserted/deleted atom types, and the most frequent relabelings
are O ↔ H and O ↔ N . Note that edits occurring more frequently are typically assigned a lower cost (Figure 6).
There were 60974 total edge edits (not shown).

unique. In addition to the MCS metric of Eq. (23), we also compared recognition performance
to the following metric that is proposed in [11].
dmcs2 (G0 , G1 ) = 1 −

|V01 |
max(|V0 |, |V1 |)

(24)

It has been shown that computing the MCS of graphs G0 (V0 , E0 , l0 ) and G1 (V1 , E1 , l1 ) is
equivalent to computing the maximum clique in a modular product graph Gp (Vp , Ep ) [51]. In
general finding the maximum clique is NP-Hard, so the worst case complexity is equivalent to
binary linear programming [10]. The modular product graph is defined by the sets
Vp = {(v0 , v1 ) | v0 ∈ V0 , v1 ∈ V1 , l0 (v0 ) = l1 (v1 )}
E+ = {[(v0 , v1 ), (u0 , u1 )] | v0 6= u0 , v1 6= u1 , (v0 , u0 ) ∈ E0 , (v1 , u1 ) ∈ E1 }

(25)

E− = {[(v0 , v1 ), (u0 , u1 )] | v0 6= u0 , v1 6= u1 , (v0 , u0 ) ∈
/ E0 , (v1 , u1 ) ∈
/ E1 }
Ep = E+ ∪ E−
We computed the MCS by using the algorithm in [52] to find the maximum clique in the modular
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D

Pairwise distance histograms between all 9045 pairs of 135 prototype graphs in the database. Distances
computed with the GEDo are shown in A, those computed with the GEDu are in B, those computed with the MCS1
metric are shown in C, and those computed with the MCS2 metric are in D. Ideally, all pairwise distances would
be the same. Since the GEDo distances are more concentrated, the GEDo more uniformly distributes the prototype
graphs. This should result in less ambiguity in the graph recognition phase, whereby the distance between a sample
graph and each prototype graph is computed.
Fig. 8.

product graph.
We calculated all 9045 pairwise distances between prototype graphs in the database using both
the graph edit distance with optimal costs (GEDo) in Figure 6 and unit costs (GEDu), along
with the two MCS distance metrics (MCS1 and MCS2) given in Eqs. (23) and (24) respectively.
Histograms of the resulting pairwise distances are shown in Figure 8. Note that the GEDo
pairwise distances are more concentrated around a single value than either of the MCS distances
or the GEDu; this indicates the GEDo more uniformly distributes the prototypes in the graph
metric space.
The ability of the four metrics to recognize input graphs as one of the prototype graphs in
the database was tested next. An error-correcting graph isomorphism is indeed appropriate here,
since each input graph was generated by applying a predetermined number of edits M (where
M ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}) to a randomly chosen prototype graph. The edits applied fell into one of
the following five categories:
1) edge edit: M edges edits are selected with insertion and deletion having equal probability.
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Once the M edit operations are selected, pairs of vertices between which edges should be
either inserted or deleted are selected at random.
2) vertex deletion: M vertices are selected to be deleted. First a label to be deleted is chosen
with deletion probabilities given by normalizing the edit counts over the φ-group in Figure
7. Among the vertices having the chosen label, one is selected at random to be deleted
along with all edges connected to it.
3) vertex insertion: M vertices are inserted. First a label to be inserted is chosen with insertion
probabilities given by normalizing the edit counts over the φ-group in Figure 7. A vertex
with the chosen label is then connected by a single edge to an existing vertex in the graph
chosen at random.
4) vertex relabeling: M vertices are selected to be relabeled. First a pair of labels is chosen
with probabilities given by normalizing the edit counts in Figure 7 over all non-φ edits.
Among the vertices having a label that matches one in the pair, one is selected at random
and its label is changed to the complementary label in the pair.
5) random: The M edits to be performed are randomly chosen from the above four categories
with each having equal probability.
Note that in performing vertex edits, we used the edit counts in Figure 7 as a guide so that
the edits made would represent likely errors, say, in transcribing the chemical formula of one of
the prototype graphs. Also, no regard was given to physical laws governing bonding, therefore
some input graphs may not be physically realizable molecules. Examples of the different edit
types applied to the adenine molecule are shown in Figure 9.
For each of the five edit categories, we generated ten input graphs from randomly chosen
prototype graphs for each value of M (number of edits) ranging from 1 to 6; this resulted in
6 × 10 × 5 = 300 sample input graphs. We then attempted to recognize the input graph by
computing the distance (using GEDo, GEDu, MCS1, and MCS2) between the input graph and
each of the 135 prototypes. There were 300 × 135 = 40, 500 distinct input graph/prototype pairs
matched using each of the four metrics to determine the corresponding graph distances. Due
to the large number of matchings considered and the exponential complexity of the algorithms
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A

B

C

D

Example edits applied to the adenine chemical graph shown in Figure 5A. Two edge edits (one insertion,
one deletion) are shown in A with the thick dashed line representing the inserted edge and the thin dashed line is
the deleted edge. Two vertex deletions (represented by dotted lines and open boxes) are shown in B. C shows two
vertex insertions (underlined), and D shows two vertex relabelings (underlined).
Fig. 9.

tested, we allowed a maximum of 45 seconds for any distance computation. If an optimal solution
was not found within the allotted time, the best feasible suboptimal solution available was used.
Running on Pentium 4, 2GHz processors, the average time required to solve the binary linear
program necessary for GEDo or GEDu with lp solve [47] was about 1.3 seconds, while the
average time required to compute the maximum common subgraph using the maximum clique
algorithm of [52] was about 0.1 seconds. Although the MCS routine is about ten times faster
here, these times will vary depending on the particular algorithm/implementation one chooses
for binary linear programming and maximum common subgraph detection.
We say an input graph is correctly recognized if it is closest (with respect to the appropriate
distance metric) to the prototype graph from which it was generated. A ’classifier ratio’ (CR)
as given in Eq. (26) was computed for each input graph in order to gauge the level of ambiguity
associated with the classification.
CR =

d∗
do

(26)

Where d∗ is the graph edit distance between the sample graph and the prototype from which it
was generated, and do is the distance between the sample and the nearest incorrect prototype
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Metric
GEDo
GEDu
MCS1
MCS2

1) Edge Edit
1.00 , 0.65
0.98 , 0.70
0.67 , 0.83
0.78 , 0.77

2) Vertex Delete
0.33 , 0.79
0.25 , 0.85
0.75 , 0.81
0.52 , 0.89

3) Vertex Insert
0.65 , 0.71
0.45 , 0.87
0.97 , 0.72
0.55 , 0.87

4) Vertex Relabel
0.88 , 0.71
0.95 , 0.69
0.63 , 0.87
0.73 , 0.82

5) Random
0.75 , 0.76
0.65 , 0.80
0.67 , 0.79
0.68 , 0.85

TABLE II

P ROPORTION OF GRAPHS CORRECTLY RECOGNIZED AND AVERAGE CLASSIFIER RATIO FOR EACH EDIT TYPE
CATEGORY AVERAGED OVER ALL GRAPHS IN THAT CATEGORY. T HESE ARE COMPUTED BY MARGINALIZING
THE PLOTS IN F IGURE 10 OVER THE HORIZONTAL AXIS ( NUMBER OF EDITS , M). T HE FIRST NUMBER IN EACH
PAIR IS THE PROPORTION CORRECTLY RECOGNIZED AND THE SECOND NUMBER IS THE AVERAGE CLASSIFIER

(PC, CR). T HE GED METRICS PERFORM BETTER IN THE CASE OF EDGE EDITS , VERTEX RELABELINGS ,
(1, 4, AND 5); INDEED , THE GED O METRIC CORRECTLY RECOGNIZES AT LEAST 75% OF
GRAPHS IN THESE CATEGORIES . O NLY THE MCS1 METRIC PERFORMS WELL IN THE CASE OF VERTEX
DELETIONS AND INSERTIONS (2 AND 3) WITH AT LEAST 75% CORRECT RECOGNITION IN BOTH CASES . T HE
GED O METRIC (GED WITH OPTIMAL COSTS ) HAS THE LOWEST AVERAGE CR IN ALL CATEGORIES BUT ONE ,
INDICATING REDUCED CLASSIFICATION AMBIGUITY.

RATIO

AND RANDOM EDITS

(’incorrect’ in that the sample was not generated from this prototype). The lower CR is the less
ambiguous the classification.
The proportion of graphs correctly recognized by each metric along with average classifier
ratio associated with that metric for the five edit categories are shown in Figure 10. The classifier
ratios were averaged only over those graphs that were correctly classified. The marginal values
associated with these distributions averaged over the number of edits M are given in Table II.
Note that the GED metrics had superior performance in the edge edit, vertex relabeling, and
random edit categories; the GEDo metric correctly recognizes at least 75% of graphs in these
categories. The GED metrics were particularly successful in the edge edit category with all
graphs correctly recognized by the GEDo metric, which also gave a consistently lower classifier
ratio. The MCS1 metric was most robust in the case of vertex deletions and insertions (having
at least 75% correct recognition); indeed both GED metrics had significant trouble when three
or more vertices are deleted and trail off similarly in the case of vertex insertions. Undoubtedly,
the changes on the prototype graph caused by inserting/deleting three or more vertices were
so drastic that a different prototype was actually closer with respect to the GED to the sample
graph produced. The GED metrics remained strong for up to five vertex relabelings, however,
while the proportion correct for either MCS metric in this case decreased after three. In Table
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1PC

2PC

3PC

1CR

2CR

3CR

4PC

5PC

4CR

5CR

Proportion of graphs correctly recognized (PC) and average classifier ratios (CR) for the five different
edit categories: 1) edge edit, 2) vertex deletion, 3) vertex insertion, 4) vertex relabeling, and 5) random. Within
each plot, the letter above a bar denotes the metric used: A) GEDo (graph edit distance with optimal costs), B)
GEDu (graph edit distance with unit costs), C) MCS1 (max common subgraph metric of Eq. (23)), and D) MCS2
(max common subgraph metric of Eq. (24)). Each set of four bars corresponds to a different number of edits M ,
indicated along the horizontal axis. Typically, as the number of edits increases, the proportion correctly recognized
drops while the ambiguity of classification (as measured by the CR) rises. Note that the GED metrics perform
better in the case of edge edits, vertex relabelings, and random edits (1, 4, and 5). The MCS metrics perform better
in the case of vertex deletions and insertions (2 and 3). Marginal values of these distributions (averaged over M )
are given in Table II.
Fig. 10.
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II, we see that the optimal costs were indeed effective in reducing classification ambiguity as
measured by the CR since the GEDo metric has the lowest average CR in all categories but one.
IV. C ONCLUSION
This paper develops a linear formulation of the graph edit distance for attributed graphs. We
prove that the derived GED is a metric and show how to compute it using a binary linear program.
Upper and lower bounds for the GED that can be computed in polynomial time are also given.
A chemical graph recognition problem is presented as an application of the graph matching
formalism. The edit costs are chosen using a normalized minimum variance criterion based on
the prior information that the database graphs should be uniformly distributed in the graph metric
space defined by the GED. This method is shown to give a metric that more uniformly distributes
a database of 135 chemical graphs with similar structure than comparable maximum common
subgraph based metrics. In recognizing chemical graphs generated by perturbing graphs in the
database, the GED metrics with optimal costs and unit costs are shown to correctly recognize
which prototype was perturbed more often than the MCS metrics in the case of edge edits and
vertex relabelings. The MCS metrics perform better in the case of vertex insertions and deletions.
When random edits are applied, the GED metrics are generally the best. Also, the GED with
optimized edit costs is shown to have its intended effect of reducing the level of ambiguity
associated with the chemical graph recognitions.
Unfortunately, the complexity of binary linear programming makes computing the GED between large graphs difficult using this method. However, the polynomial-time upper and lower
bounds may be readily employed in this case. Also, these could be used in pre-screening on
large chemical databases. For example, pre-screening may be done by rejecting all molecules
whose LP lower bound to the query exceeds a given value. Although we have developed a
metric for unweighted graphs, it can be directly extended to graphs with edge weights provided
the cost of editing these edges is proportional to the absolute difference in the weights with
positive proportionality constant k. Indeed, one could proceed from Eq. (17) with weighted
adjacency matrices A0 , A1 used instead and c(0, 1) replaced by k. However, Eq. (17) would
become a mixed integer program since, depending on the weights, S and T may not be binary
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matrices. Incorporating edge weights would yield a method applicable to 3-D structure searching
of chemical graphs where weights are assigned to the graph edges based on the length of the
bond they represent [6], along with other applications of weighted graphs. We anticipate the
results of this paper are applicable in any setting where it is necessary to compare graphical
models.
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